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PURPOSE
This discussion paper provides an overview
of the opportunities and challenges that
technology presents for the infrastructure
industry. It is based on a round table discussion
held at the Institution of Civil Engineers
(ICE) in London in September 2016, and
features contributions from representatives
of Arup, KPMG, Autodesk and the ICE.

“There will be many areas of
infrastructure that will be
transformed utterly by the
advent of new ways of doing
things, brought about by new,
ever cleverer technology.”
– Tim Chapman, Arup
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Technology has the potential to dramatically
change how we design, build and operate
infrastructure over the next ten years.
In particular, the following technologies
are expected to be disruptive:
•

The Internet of Things (IoT), which
will help enable infrastructure to be
adapted to the short-term and longterm requirements of users, creating
so-called “agile infrastructure”;

•

Cloud computing, which has the potential
to dramatically shake up the competitive
landscape, as companies of all sizes
gain access to infinite computation.
Cloud computing will also help to
process many more design permutations,
optimising cost and quality;

•

Artificial intelligence, which has
the potential to take on some of
the more mundane tasks; and

•

Manufacturing technologies,
with robotic assembly and digital
fabrication potentially changing how
construction projects are delivered.

“These new technologies
make me feel confident that
the industry will have the
tools for the challenge ahead
and excited for the future of
infrastructure professionals.”
– Dominic Thasarathar, Autodesk

In order to unleash the potential of these
technologies, organisations will need to acquire
new technology skills, and work out how to
integrate them with their existing operational
and management processes. Currently, there is
a gap between what the technology can enable,
and what organisations have been able to
adopt. The upcoming generation of engineers
can bring new digital skills, but organisations
must find ways to support their development as
AI takes over the tasks that have traditionally
constituted on-the-job training for juniors.
As infrastructure is transformed and
repurposed on ever shorter timescales, it will
become increasingly important to plan for the
future, including incorporating technologies
such as the IoT and building to standards
that will support tomorrow’s requirements,
such as autonomous vehicles. Modular
infrastructure will prove to be essential.
Clients will need to take a long-term view
of their infrastructure, considering the total
cost of ownership, and making investments
up front to add technologies that will
support adaptation later. They also need to
be willing to experiment, and ensure that
lessons are shared across their supply chain.
Regulators can play a part by reducing the
regulatory risk of experiments that fail.
New technologies have the potential to
increase productivity without compromising
on quality, cut delivery times, and cut risk by
ensuring the right projects are developed. At
the same time, companies will find it easier
to retain the best staff as they create a more
satisfying work environment, and to win new
business as their capacity increases and
they establish a reputation for innovation.
Technological change is inevitable, but
organisations have a choice whether
to gain new competitive advantage
from it, or risk being left behind.
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THE CHALLENGE OF TRANSFORMING
THE INFRASTRUCTURE
The UK Government is the largest client of the
construction industry, with plans to invest
nearly £300 billion up to 2020 (see Figure
1), including smart motorways and a railway
modernisation programme that includes
High Speed 2, Crossrail, Crossrail 2 and High
Speed 3¹. One of its goals is to improve
productivity (with savings forecast at £1.7
billion), and to secure better value for money
in its construction projects². The Construction
2025 strategy aspires to achieve 33% lower
costs, and 50% faster delivery, with innovation
and technology a key part of its vision³.

Construction is an industry, though, where
productivity has flatlined for many years, and
where conservative clients, a gap in skills,
and a focus on the short-term in procurement
have often made it difficult to innovate.
This paper, based on a round table
discussion held at the Institution of Civil
Engineers in September 2016, outlines
some of the opportunities and challenges
in using technology to transform
infrastructure, for now, and for the future.

£88.4BN
TRANSPORT
£6.0BN
COMMUNICATIONS
£2.7BN
FLOOD AND COASTAL EROSION
£5.5BN
SCIENCE & RESEARCH
£9.0BN
HOUSING & REGENERATION

£117.4BN
ENERGY

48.6BN
SOCIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
19.7BN
WATER &
WASTE

Figure 1: Planned investments to 2020, from the National
Infrastructure Delivery Plan 2016-2020, (Open Government Licence)
¹National Infrastructure Delivery Plan, 2016-2021
²Government Construction Strategy 2016-20
³Government Construction Strategy 2016-20
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WHICH TECHNOLOGIES WILL HAVE MOST IMPACT?
Technology has the potential to dramatically
change how we design, build and operate
infrastructure over the next ten years. “It’s
going to close that historic gap between
aspiration and reality,” says Dominic
Thasarathar, Industry Strategist for
Construction, Autodesk. “Big Data, the Internet
of Things, and Cloud Computing are all going
to make infrastructure more environmentally
sustainable, more economically viable and more
socially inclusive. Starting with the consultation
process, communities can be involved in
design, so design will be far more democratic.
Infrastructure will be more economically viable
because technology will reduce the risk in
the construction stage and enable the risk
profiles of projects to be identified earlier, to
help attract the right investors. Technology
will make infrastructure more environmentally
sustainable by enabling us to more accurately
model carbon, energy and material usage.”

A wide range of new technologies are available
that can add value across the infrastructure
life cycle, from design, through construction
and into operations (see Figure 2).
The panel discussion at the Institution
of Civil Engineers focused on four
technology areas that panellists expected
would have the biggest impact:
•
•
•
•

the Internet of Things (IoT);
cloud computing;
artificial intelligence (AI); and
manufacturing.

“Technology will make
infrastructure more
environmentally sustainable.”
– Dominic Thasarathar, Autodesk

Figure 2: Technology across the life cycle of a construction project, from
Building a Technology Advantage, Global Construction Survey 2016, KPMG
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THE INTERNET OF THINGS
One of the themes of the debate was
agile infrastructure: infrastructure that
can adapt to its users’ needs in both the
short-term, and also be adapted for the
needs of successive generations in the
long term. One of the foundations of that
will be the Internet of Things (IoT), a
combination of connectivity, analytics, and
instrumentation used to gather data.
“Traditionally the value that you had in an
asset was cast when you constructed it,” says
Thasarathar. “It was the fabric of that asset. It
was the systems that were put in place, and you
couldn’t really change the value proposition
or the amount of value. The Internet of Things
is potentially going to unlock additional
value, new ways of connecting with tenants
in a building, new business opportunities.
That’s being driven by a need for real estate
owners to increase occupancy levels, and
make sure their portfolios are efficient.”

“I think the biggest disruptor will be realtime systems and the ability to make much
more rapid decisions with the infrastructure
that already exists, and therefore add to the
existing capability without having to build
new assets,” says Mel Karam, Global Head
of Asset Management, KPMG. “We have to
think about how we build those real-time
facilities and technologies into the initial
design. For example, adding sensors and
transmission and network capacity as part of
the original design of the infrastructure.”
The IoT can also help to refine future
investments, with actual data about the
use of existing infrastructure used to
inform decisions about what types of
infrastructure to build in the future.

“The biggest disruptor
will be the ability to make
much more rapid decisions
with the infrastructure
that already exists.”
- Mel Karam, KPMG
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CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing is one of the foundation
technologies that will have a huge impact
on the construction industry, according
to Thasarathar. “We use it every day for
collaboration, but there’s another side to
the cloud, which is the ability to tap into
vast amounts of computer processing
power, to explore huge numbers of design
permutations quickly. There’s great potential
for generative design tools, where you let
the software work within your parameters
for the output. That can help to avoid overengineering, and help to optimise cost, waste
and materials. I think it will help to land on
the best designs for infrastructure too.”

The cloud could also have a huge impact on
the competitive landscape of the industry,
because cloud computing will be available
to businesses of all sizes, and the industry
might even face competition from outside the
industry. “Traditionally the barriers to entry
have been how many qualified engineers you
have got, how much capital you have got,
and your relationship with your client base,”
says Thasarathar. “Today, any company -regardless of size, location and the number of
smart people they have -- can tap into infinite
computing to solve complex challenges. I think
it will be interesting to see how companies
react to both the opportunity and perhaps
the threat that that’s going to bring.”

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
In the past, technology has been used mainly
in a decision support capacity, but in the future
artificial intelligence is likely to take many
of the decisions out of the hands of humans
altogether. Automation has already reduced
the proportion of lower-middle skilled jobs in
the UK, according to a UK Government report⁵.
“In 10 years’ time machines will think,” says
Tim Chapman, Director, Arup. “Infrastructure
professionals have to get used to a world
where machines are capable of doing many,
many more things. There will be a huge
impact on everybody in the profession
from the very junior people to the most
senior. I think machines will replace the
first 10 years of most people’s careers. The
little chores that people did while building
their skills, machines will now do.”

“New technology can automate mundane
activities, which will free up engineers and
other infrastructure professionals to spend
time on creativity and thinking,” agrees
Tim Broyd, President, Institution of Civil
Engineers. “That’s absolutely necessary.
What people must never do, though, is lose
the ability for engineering judgement.”

“Machines will replace
the first 10 years of most
people’s careers.”
– Tim Chapman, Arup

⁵Artificial intelligence: opportunities and implications for the future of decision making, 2015
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
KPMG’s research found that 30% of
respondents are using robotics or automated
technology⁶. These are among the
manufacturing technologies that Thasarathar
believes will have a huge impact. “To be
able to go from a great design to a finished
piece of infrastructure in the minimum
number of physical touches, through
things like digital fabrication and robotic
assembly, will be one of the most disruptive
technologies for our industry,” he says.

USE OF ROBOTICS AND
AUTOMATED TECHNOLOGY

EMBEDDING TECHNOLOGY SKILLS IN
THE ENGINEERING PRACTICE
In order to unlock the potential of new
technology, additional skills will be required.
“Infrastructure professionals will have to add
another layer of competency and knowledge
to the existing competencies of steel and
concrete they have,” says Karam. “There
is a gap in the industry in understanding
how technology can be used to deliver
services, and that gap is growing over time.
Technology is ahead of organisational
capability and companies have to adapt and
change their operating model to catch up.”
Many organisations have failed to integrate
new technologies into their existing operational
and infrastructure management practices,
according to Karam. Only 8% of those surveyed
by KPMG could be considered to be cutting
edge visionaries, and 22% say they are
aggressively disrupting their business models6.
Those that have succeeded, Karam says, have
done so by thinking about how technology can
be used in the service of their customers.

⁶Building a Technology Advantage, Global Construction Survey 2016, KPMG

Thasarathar goes as far as to say that
companies can use technology strategically
in their business development, leading with
the long-term value of data as a proposition.
“Our relationship with technology, across both
the client side and the supply chain, needs to
change,” he says. “One of the ways to achieve
that is to look at the next generation of
infrastructure professionals who have grown
up as digitally native, who will be bringing
a very technology friendly way of working.”
Karam further recommends embedding
technology knowledge in the curriculum so
that graduates understand how the technology
relates to the infrastructure, and its delivery.
The challenge will be to combine their
technology knowledge with opportunities
to develop their engineering experience, as
AI increasingly takes on routine tasks that
now form on-the-job training for juniors.
“In 20 years’ time, we’re going to need really
experienced engineers,” says Chapman, “but
the graduates who come into our profession
in 10 years’ time will lose opportunities to
gain that experience. How will we replace
those formative learning experiences?”
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PLANNING FOR THE WHOLE LIFE OF THE ASSET
The Government Construction Strategy 201620 has a principal objective to enable wholelife approaches to cost reduction across the
construction, operation and maintenance of
public sector buildings and infrastructure7.
Looking at the entire life cycle of the asset
will require procurement agencies, as well as
those supplying assets, to think long term.

“We don’t design bridge decks
for autonomous vehicles. Lots
of things will change, but the
standards don’t address that.”
– Tim Chapman, Arup

Autonomous vehicles, for example, promise to
increase capacity across the road network, in
partnership with construction to resolve pinch
points. Now is the time to be thinking about
their requirements, Chapman argues. “When we
design a motorway, the current standards don’t
require us to design for autonomous vehicles,”
he says. “We don’t design bridge decks for
the increased loads we get with autonomous
vehicles. Lots of things will change, but
the current standards don’t address that
at the moment and I think they need to.”

7

Government Construction Strategy 2016-20
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MINIMISING THE RISK OF INNOVATION
When building assets that might be expected
to last decades or even hundreds of years,
it can be difficult to have confidence that
their technologies can last for the asset’s life
time. At the ICE discussion, Tim Broyd posed
the question: “How can we ensure that users
and asset managers of the infrastructure are
never locked into obsolete technology?”
Accurate scenario planning, drawing on data
about urban living patterns, population
demographics, and the asset’s use, can help
to ensure that the right infrastructure is built.
The nature of that infrastructure needs to
change too, though. “We need to move to much
more of a modularised way of thinking about
infrastructure: building for upgrade, building
for replacement, and building for repurposing
as usage patterns change,” says Thasarathar.
“The key issue is flexibility in design and
operation,” says Chapman. “Any technology
we put in will be obsolete in 20 years’ time, so
Dominic is right. We need to design for that
obsolescence. We didn’t know in the 1970s
when we built motorways that we would have
smart motorways, so they weren’t built with the
ability to put gantries in. But the gantries will
probably get cut down in 10 years’ time, when
we have in-car signalling. So again gantries
are a very interim technology. We do need to
have a whole life vision for our infrastructure
and allow it to be repurposed, but we also
need to accept that we can only see so far. We
will be wrong, and sometimes we’re going to
build infrastructure that later seems crazy.”
A helpful analogy might be software upgrades,
says Karam, where software is designed to be
backwards compatible with what came before.
“I think that’s the type of mentality and that’s
the type of approach that we now need to adopt
in our design of the infrastructure,” he says.

It is ultimately about choosing technologies
that deliver the right outcome for society,
and users will be the judge of what works.
Customer engagement processes early on can
help to work out what customers will accept
and find usable, and can therefore cut the risk
of building something that users are unwilling
to adopt. “We are heading towards being able
to model any idea in a digital environment,
to play with it, to link it to big data, and to
get feedback,” says Thasarathar. “We can
run through thousands of different design
permutations, and engage the community
through mobile and social technologies. So
ultimately I think that means the designs
that you do move forwards with, will have a
higher likelihood of being the right innovation
to solve the infrastructure problem, as
opposed to the traditional process of ‘this
seems like a good thing, let’s do a prototype
in the real world, and see how it performs’.”
This approach might help to reduce the
perceived risk for clients, but they will still
need to be bold in adopting technology. The
infrastructure industry is conservative by
nature, and clients are often averse to being
the first to try something. Clients who exist
for a single project won’t benefit from the
learning experience, and so are unlikely to
innovate. Serial clients, who represent the
majority of clients, can increase efficiencies
through continuous improvement, though.
“Network Rail, Highways England, Transport
for London and similar bodies all have
a huge stake in making sure that they
experiment in a way that’s permissive,
without blame if things go wrong, but where
you manage the downside,” says Chapman.
“Managing risk is absolutely critical. At
the end, you need to share the results so
the one experiment you do on a project is
disseminated to the whole supply chain so
the client and the supply chain both learn.”
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Regulators can help reduce risk too, by
enabling trials to take place without the risk
of penalties if things go wrong. “It shouldn’t
be the role of a regulator to get involved in
the selection of the technology or imposing a
particular technology over another one,” says
Karam. “However, there is a huge benefit in
regulators recognising the role technology
plays in the longer term, and providing
adequate incentives for organisations to
adopt, and in some cases trial some of those
technologies without having the threat of
penalties being imposed on them if something
doesn’t go right.” This applies not just to
economic regulators, but also health and safety
and other quality regulators, Karam says.

“There is a huge benefit
in regulators providing
adequate incentives for
organisations to adopt and
trial technologies without
having the threat of penalties
if something doesn’t go right.”
- Mel Karam, KPMG

Regulators can also help to drive innovation.
Chapman gives the example of the water
industry, where commoditisation has
hampered innovation, but the regulator
has established an innovation fund to
help drive the industry forwards.
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ACHIEVING A RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Research from KPMG found that the top
drivers for innovation and disruption in
engineering and construction companies
are efficiency, planning and cost reduction
(see Figure 3)8. This closely mirrors the UK
Government’s goals to secure better value
for money and increase productivity.

1. EFFICIENCY, PLANNING
AND COST REDUCTION
2. COMPETITION AND
MARKET FORCES
3. NEW MARKETS, GROWTH
AND PROFITABILITY
4. CLIENT NEEDS,
MEETING DEMAND

5. TECHNOLOGY AND TALENT

6. INCREASING REGULATION

Figure 3: Top drivers for innovation and disruption, from Building
a Technology Advantage, Global Construction Survey 2016, KPMG

Productivity has flatlined in construction
for two decades, Chapman notes. Better
stakeholder management means that there is
less risk of building the wrong infrastructure
today than 20 or 30 years ago. But that
comes at the cost of additional time. “We
provide better infrastructure, but probably
more slowly with more thinking time,” he
says. “One of the challenges in meeting the
Construction 2025 targets will be to use
technology without eroding democratic
input and stakeholder management.”
Technologies such as automation and artificial
intelligence can shorten the project life cycle
and increase productivity. “In the long run,
promoters of major infrastructure schemes who
buy services from the construction industry
will benefit financially,” says Chapman. “But
the products they buy may be efficient but
blander – and they will pay a premium if what
they need to do is unusual, or needs high
level thought to make it fit seamlessly into its
surroundings, as is often the case for large new
infrastructure solutions in congested cities.”
Getting to the stage where automation
delivers a return on investment will require
investment and iteration, Chapman warns:
“Expecting a complex process to be automated
will lead to a need to rework, so initially this
will cost money, but progressively each small
automation step will pay increasing dividends.
Who reaps those efficiency dividends will be
one of the most interesting things to witness.”
As automation delivers a financial return
and takes on more of the mundane tasks,
organisations will also be able to allocate
their employees to more satisfying tasks,
increasing motivation and productivity.
That will make it easier to attract and retain
the best staff. A combination of consistent
machine results and the best human expertise
provides a sound basis for quality assurance.
8

Building a Technology Advantage, Global Construction Survey 2016, KPMG
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Using data from the Internet of Things will
enable usage patterns to be identified so future
pipeline can be planned, and investments
can be rightsized to the likely future demand,
says Thasarathar. That has the potential to cut
risk and wastage, and will help secure better
value from investments. At the same time,
he adds, the cloud will provide on-demand
access to unlimited processing power to solve
computing challenges without the traditional
overheads of hardware investment. That will
cut the cost of compute-intensive phases of
the project, while creating new opportunities
to rapidly optimise the end result.

More flexible manufacturing technologies,
including potentially 3D printing, will enable
parts to be built closer to the construction
site, cutting transportation cost and delay.

Communications and collaboration technology
can also deliver returns. In particular,
crowdfunding can open up new avenues for
funding, especially in social infrastructure
which could be supported by users, even if
government funding is unavailable. Being able
to present the project in 3D on tablet devices
or crowdsource the design on social media
can cut the time taken for consultation while
increasing participation. Building Information
Modelling (BIM) processes, together with
closer collaboration, can cut the cost of error
by enabling any clashes or conflicts in the
design or construction plan to be identified
at the planning stage. This can minimise the
time lost on site, and eliminate the cost of
any rework that would otherwise be required
at a later stage to resolve the conflict.

“One stumbling block in achieving the fastest
route to the lowest cost overall outcome is
that many infrastructure promoters seek
the lowest cost in every spending decision,”
says Chapman. “Those clients may procure
cheaper design services earlier – but
those standard design solutions may carry
hidden construction and operation costs
that could have been better optimised.”

“Assets are repurposed and
refreshed on increasingly
short life cycles. That implies
the need to have good data.”

Time savings will translate not only into
lower project costs, but also increased
capacity. Firms will be able to take on more
projects, increasing their revenues and the
variety of work they are able to deliver. If
companies can demonstrate their technology
leadership, and how it adds value to a
project, that can be a powerful differentiator
that helps them to win new business.

“Are clients prepared to sit down and talk
about the total cost of ownership and life cycle
costs?” says Thasarathar. “Are they prepared to
procure on that basis, and put the additional
capital investment up front to get the full
benefit of innovation? We know that assets
are repurposed and refreshed on increasingly
short life cycles. That implies the need to
have good data, and have that data looked
after and curated throughout the life cycle. I’d
suggest there’s more we can do in that area.”

– Dominic Thasarathar, Autodesk
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CONCLUSION
The panellists at the ICE were agreed that
technological change is inevitable, but that
organisations have a choice whether to
take the opportunities it presents, or face
the threats. Chapman likens the change
to the launch of HMS Dreadnought, a war
ship that was so superior when it launched
in 1906, that it rendered all other ships
obsolete. “The same is going to happen with
increasingly capable organisations in our
industry,” Chapman says. “Some will get this
competitive edge and dominate, and those
who don’t follow it through will lose. Some
individuals will also win and lose from this.
Those that embrace it and are curious will
have a great career. Those that somehow
hope to preserve the previous 10 years of
their career in aspic will be left behind.”
“Be bold,” says Thasarathar. “This is an
incredibly exciting time. There’s a lot happening
with technology, and some of it can appear
quite scary. We’ve seen some juicy headlines
over the last two to three years about how
we’re all going to be out of jobs, replaced by
computers or robots. I’m actually incredibly
optimistic, because the infrastructure industry
has a long history of technological change.”
Watch the debate on-demand recording.
Click here: www.autodesk.co.uk/
campaigns/transforming-infrastructurewith-technology-webinar

“Be bold. This is an
incredibly exciting time.”
– Dominic Thasarathar, Autodesk
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www.facebook.com/autodeskuk
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www.instagram.com/autodeskaec/
www.youtube.com/user/Autodesk

www.ice.org.uk
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www.facebook.com/institutionofcivilengineers
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